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(The size is changed according by the flow rate)
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Ⅰ Company Profile
Chongqing Top Oil Purifier Co., Ltd is a professional leading manufacturer of oil purifiers and oil testers.
We have tremendous strength in the fields of research, development and manufacturing with professional
mass-production ability, perfect sales network, excellent after-sales service as well as a perfect image we
earned in the competitive market.

Our main products are: Insulting oil purifier, turbine oil purification machine, hydraulic oil purifier,
lubricating oil filtration machine, transformer oil filtering machine, fuel oil restoration, steam-turbine Oil
reconditioner, dielectric fluid regeneration system, vircuit-breaker oil recovering system, compressor oil
recovering machine, gear oil renewal machine, coolant oil treatment, quenching oil reclaiming machine,
oil and water separator, steel-rolling oil regeneration equipment, waste automobile oil Recycling
Equipment, petroleum machine and oil Tester, etc.

Top Oil Purifiers are widespread in the fields of Electric Power, Petrifaction, Mineral, Shipbuilding, Steel
Construction, Bridge, Automobile and Railway, playing a great role in the way of reducing energy
consumption for the clients and meanwhile the environmental pollution.

The company takes the mission of existing on the basis of quality as well as developing in regard to
technical innovation, introduces foreign advanced technology of vacuum oil purifying, moreover,
continues researching and manufacturing the oil purifying equipments that available both in the domestic
and international market.

‘Not Best, Only Better’ . Top will as always make great effort to provide you the better oil purifying
equipments.
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Ⅱ Application&Advantage

Application:
As composed of three-stage precise filtering, this machine is an ideal substitute of the board-frame oil
purifier and the centrifugal oil purifier. It is also can serve as precise filtering and oil filling.

Advantage:
This oil purifier is equipped with three-stage purification, portable, easy to operate, very low price, no
need of purification paper, no contamination to the ground. The product can effectively remve the
particles in oil, enabling it to be a prior choice of industry, petroleum, chemical, metallurgy, mechanics and
railway for oil filling, oil drawing and high precision impurity removal of mutual inductor, lathe, and oil
breaker which do not use large quantity of oil.

Technical Data
item unit JL-32 JL-50 JL-100 JL-150 JL-200 JL-300
Flow rate L /m 32 50 100 150 200 300
Lift m 5 8 8 10 15 15
Cleaness NAS 6 6 6 6 6 5
Motor power kW 0.75 0.75 2.2 3 4 6
Power supply Three-phase 50HZ 380V (or as needed)
Weight kg 40 50 80 120 140 160

Flow chart:
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Ⅲ Operation Method
1. Put it on the plainness ground or the car body, make sure that the machine is steady, especially, keep

the linking is fixedness and concentric between the motor and oil pump.
2. Correctly connect the power supply, start up oil pump and make sure the rotation direction is correct,

or else, change the phase order.
3. Connect and fasten the each junction of the oil inlet pipe and outlet pipe, make sure that the

connecting between oil outlet pipe and the oil outlet must be fasten, or else, the oil outlet pipe is easy
to flush out when the pressure big.

4. Start up the motor when you fixed the oil inlet pipe and outlet pipe, then the oil pump operates
normally. The used oil should be filtered three grades.

5. When a tank’s oil run out and need to filter another one, it is require to connect and fix the oil inlet pipe
quickly, avoiding the oil pump racing. Or else, you should stop the machine, and then start up the
machine again when you connected and fixed the oil inlet pipe.

Ⅳ Maintenance
1. This machine mainly adopt the mechanical filter ways, progressively minish the density of the filter

net, so approach to improve the filter precision. When the machine is operating, the first-grade is
easy to be blocked, and then you will find that the capacity of oil outlet is smaller than inlet capacity.
Manage way: Open up the first-grade filter’s cover, take out the filter net and clean the net by the
same oil, then the machine can work normally again.

2. If the lift is too high during the oil pouring process, it will increase the motor’s temperature and the oil
pump’s noise quickly.
Manage way: (1) The lift according to the requirement. (2) Operate discontinuous

3. Oil pump’s noise abnormal
Mange way: (1) Check the oil pump’s connecting shaft, and make sure it is concentric (2) Fasten the
bolt

4. It is prohibitive that the power lack of the phase.
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Chongqing TOP Oil Purifier Manufacture Co.,Ltd

Address: No. 11 zhangping street, Jiulongpo district, Chongqing, China

Post Code: 400000

Tel : +86 23 88901306

Fax: +86 23 88901306

Mob: +86 13983391036

Skype ID: topoilpurifier

Gmail talk ID: abbymanager6@gmail.com

Yahoo Messenger ID: topoilpurifier@yahoo.com

Live talk/Hotmail ID: topoilpurifier@hotmail.com

Sales Department: sales@topoilpurifier.com

Technical Department: technical@topoilpurifier.com

After-sales Service: support@topoilpurifier.com

Website: Http://www.topoilpurifier.com


